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When invasion looms...After a harrowing battle Lady Kyferin and her stalwart followers have earned
themselves a brief respite from Lord Laur's fury. They know, however, that the next assault will be
impossible to resist. Their sole hope of survival lies in forging an alliance with the only force capable
of resisting the empire's might: the Agerastian heretics themselves.But time is running out...Yet over
these political machinations looms the Black Shriving, the ancient curse that has struck down all
who seek to defend Mythgraefen Hold. Asho and Kethe must embrace their newfound powers and
undergo a dark journey into the heart of hellscape of the upper peaks in search of answers and a
hope of salvation.Their lives hang by the slimmest of threads...If Magister Audsley can but divine the
lost secrets of the Sin Casters, if Asho and Kethe can wrest the truth behind the existence of the
second Black Gate, and if Lady Kyferin and Ser Tiron can forge a tenuous alliance with their most
hated of enemies, they may just have a chance of surviving the oncoming darkness...THE BLACK
SHRIVING continues the action-packed new epic fantasy series, following on from THE PATH OF
FLAMES - an adrenaline-fuelled debut of sin casting mages, heresy, and cold-blooded betrayal in a
land where the deepest buried secrets are finally resurfacing to destroy the world.Scroll up and
pre-order your copy today... price goes up 75% to $3.99 after release day!
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I love this series, and I am honestly surprised that this book has fallen into the Kindle Unlimited
section of books. The author is a good character writer and world builder, and writes an interesting
and complex narrative.First, the characters: The characters in this series are amazing, due to the
level of detail put into all of them. The author understands something that I think is a good way to
separate 'good' authors from 'bad' authors: the character's speech patterns. A 'bad' author's
characters will all speak relatively the same, with no major differences in how they speak or seem to
think. Mr. Tucker avoids this pitfall and writes some amazing and unique characters. Tiron- a knight
with a grudge, a certain blunt cynicism, and a true romantic. He is the only character who curses,
and his owrds are often blunt and brutal. Tharok- a kragh warlord bent on dominating the world,
struggling to return from complete destruction of his tribe, and a questioning of his own sense of
self. There is a marked difference between when he wears Ogri's circlet and without, in both
thoughts and speech. Audlsey- a scholar with a hidden bravery, determined to not fail either himself
or his friends, and a love for a certain firecat that he speaks to as if it were sentient. He has a
tendency to be an inefficient speaker, very long-winded, beating around the bush and not getting to
the point. When he gets nervous, he stumbles with his words. Lady Iskra Kyferin- a lady that knows
how to keep her cool in any situation, and with a quiet strength and presence that dominates a room
and commands the attention of all she meets. She is able to psycho-analyze and surmise what to
do almost instantaneously.
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